
Read the words below which begin in different ways. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture. 

Easter Prefix Word Mosaic

Words beginning with dis- 
= brown

Words beginning with un- 
= blue

Words beginning with mis- 
= pink

unzip unable uneven disappear disagree disloyal unzip unable undo

unload untold disarm unfrozen unpin unarmed disobey unfix unsure

unpack disown unbeaten unfasten unpack unwell unfolded discomfort unhappy

unwell dismiss uncover unhappy input inset unload disarray unfrozen

unarmed disused mistreat misplace insane reappear regroup disbelief uncover

unfolded disallow mistreat mistrust indoors reword reapply displeased unpin

discount disrespect disregard disable disabled disloyal disregard dismiss disagree

disappear disloyal disown disagree discomfort disused disagree discount dismiss

unzip disarray disobey disallow disabled disloyal disarm disregard unfolded

unwell unhappy displeased disagree disbelief disused disappear uncover unload

Words beginning with in- 
= yellow

Words beginning with re- 
= green



Easter Prefix Word Mosaic 
Answers

unzip unable uneven disappear disagree disloyal unzip unable undo

unload untold disarm unfrozen unpin unarmed disobey unfix unsure

unpack disown unbeaten unfasten unpack unwell unfolded discomfort unhappy

unwell dismiss uncover unhappy input inset unload disarray unfrozen

unarmed disused mistreat misplace insane reappear regroup disbelief uncover

unfolded disallow mistreat mistrust indoors reword reapply displeased unpin

discount disrespect disregard disable disabled disloyal disregard dismiss disagree

disappear disloyal disown disagree discomfort disused disagree discount dismiss

unzip disarray disobey disallow disabled disloyal disarm disregard unfolded

unwell unhappy displeased disagree disbelief disused disappear uncover unload



Easter Prefix Word Mosaic
Read the words below which begin in different ways. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture.

Words beginning with 
sub- = yellow

Words beginning with 
inter- = orange

Words beginning with 
super- = green

Words beginning with 
re- = blue

revise rebuild reappear regroup redo react remix reuse repay

rebate redeem refill reword interact require rewind revise reappear

revise reapply reclaim internal interview interrupt react reapply redeem

request suburban subdue intervene internal interact suburban submarine repay

rebuild reword subway subdivide interrupt submerge subdue rebuild refill

redeem redo revise rebate superstar remix react reuse require

rewind revise repay request supervise refill rewind react rebuild

refill rebate refill rewind supersede reclaim reapply revise reword

require reword refill redeem superstar reword reappear redeem rebate

regroup revise rebuild react supervise redo repay remix request



Easter Prefix Word Mosaic 
Answers

recentre rebuild reappear regroup redo react remix reuse repay

rebate redeem refill reword interact require rewind recentre reappear

revise reapply reclaim internal interview interrupt react reapply redeem

request suburban subdue intervene internal interact suburban submarine repay

rebuild reword subway subdivide interrupt submerge subdue rebuild refill

redeem redo revise rebate superstar remix react reuse require

rewind recentre repay request supervise refill rewind react rebuild

refill rebate refill rewind supersede reclaim reapply revise reword

require reword refill redeem superstar reword reappear redeem rebate

regroup recentre rebuild react supervise redo repay remix request



Easter Prefix Word Mosaic
Read the words below which begin in different ways. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture.

Words beginning with 
sub- = yellow

Words beginning with 
inter- = orange

Words beginning with 
super- = black

Words beginning with 
re- = blue

redeem suburban subdue subway subheading submarine rebate

submerge subsequent subdivide submergible suburban subway submerge

submarine superstar subdue subway subdue supervision subdivide

subdivide suburban subdue subsequent submerge subheading subdue

subheading submarine interview interact interrupt subsequent subway

subway suburban subdue internal submarine submerge suburban

subheading submerge subway subheading nephew suburban subway

reclaim suburban submarine subdivide subway subdue request



Easter Prefix Word Mosaic 
Answers

redeem suburban subdue subway subheading submarine rebate

submerge subsequent subdivide submergible suburban subway submerge

submarine superstar subdue subway subdue supervision subdivide

subdivide suburban subdue subsequent submerge subheading subdue

subheading submarine interview interact interrupt subsequent subway

subway suburban subdue internal submarine submerge suburban

subheading submerge subway subheading nephew suburban subway

reclaim suburban submarine subdivide subway subdue request



Easter Suffix Word Mosaic
Read the words below which end in different ways. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture. 

Words ending 
with -ly 

= dark pink

Words ending 
with -ous  

= light pink

Words ending 
with -ation 

= blue

Words ending 
with -sure 

= grey

Words ending 
with -ness 

= black

information disclosure joyous sensation gracious closure situation

admiration enclosure dangerous admiration thunderous enclosure hibernation

sensation closure continuous imagination spacious disclosure population

adoration enclosure famous valuation studious measure location

imagination exposure marvellous information glamorous ensure education

preparation measure pleasure leisure composure treasure admiration

valuation disclosure boldness enclosure sadness closure limitation

exploration exposure enclosure measure closure leisure temptation

education measure closure costly disclosure closure frustration

circulation closure enclosure leisure closure enclosure pollination



Easter Suffix Word Mosaic 
Answers

information disclosure joyous sensation gracious closure situation

admiration enclosure dangerous admiration thunderous enclosure hibernation

sensation closure continuous imagination spacious disclosure population

adoration enclosure famous valuation studious measure location

imagination exposure marvellous information glamorous ensure education

preparation measure pleasure leisure composure treasure admiration

valuation disclosure boldness inclosure sadness closure limitation

exploration exposure enclosure measure closure leisure temptation

education measure closure costly disclosure closure frustration

circulation closure enclosure leisure closure enclosure pollination



Easter Suffix Word Mosaic
Read the words below which end in different ways. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture. 

Words ending with 
-ure = pink

Words ending with 
-sion = purple

Words ending with 
-ly = orange

Words ending with 
-cian = yellow

politician dietician beautician famously magician musician optician

technician physician costly historically eerily dietician physician

optician fairly hourly glumly loudly easily magician

yearly wildly moisture prickly mixture proudly ghostly

blindly bitterly brightly possession spookily adoringly amusingly

anxiously certainly pleasure angrily composure happily nobly

simply gently humbly visibly probably honourably crackly

magician crinkly sparkly frantically mentally normally politician

beautician dietician basically publicly truly optician technician



Easter Suffix Word Mosaic 
Answers

politician dietician beautician famously magician musician optician

technician physician costly historically eerily dietician physician

optician fairly hourly glumly loudly easily magician

yearly wildly moisture prickly mixture proudly ghostly

blindly bitterly brightly possession spookily adoringly amusingly

anxiously certainly pleasure angrily composure happily nobly

simply gently humbly visibly probably honourably crackly

magician crinkly sparkly frantically mentally normally politician

beautician dietician basically publicly truly optician technician



Easter Alternate Spelling Mosaic
Read the words below which have alternate spellings. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture. 

Words where y 
is used to make 
a i sound = grey

Words where ou is 
used to make a u 
sound = dark pink

Words where the 
sc is used to make 
a s sound = blue

Words where ch 
is used to make a 
k sound = green

Words where que 
is used to make a 
k sound = black

myth scent Egyptian crescent gymnasium scenery Egyptian

gym descent pyramid descent mysterious scissors gymnast

gymnast fascinate mystery fascinate gym science mystery

Egypt ascent Egyptians ascent myth scientific Egypt

boutique mysterious cheque scent mosque pyramid technique

gym pyramid Egypt scenery gym gymnast Egyptians

Egypt double pyramid scissors myth touch pyramid

scissors Egyptians ascent science crescent mysterious scenery

gym myth mystery scientific gym gymnast pyramids

chaos chemist character chorus ache architect anchor



Easter Alternate Spelling Mosaic 
Answers

myth scent Egyptian crescent gymnasium scenery Egyptian

gym descent pyramid descent mysterious scissors gymnast

gymnast fascinate mystery fascinate gym science mystery

Egypt ascent Egyptians ascent myth scientific Egypt

boutique mysterious cheque scent mosque pyramid technique

gym pyramid Egypt scenery gym gymnast Egyptians

Egypt double pyramid scissors myth touch pyramid

scissors Egyptians ascent science crescent mysterious scenery

gym myth mystery scientific gym gymnast pyramids

chaos chemist character chorus ache architect anchor



Easter Alternative Spelling Mosaic
Read the words below which have alternate spellings for the ay sound. Use the key to colour in 
the squares to reveal the hidden picture.

Words with 'ei' spelling 
= pink

Words with 'eigh' spelling 
= purple

Words with 'ey' spelling 
= white

obey they prey eight survey convey prey

grey convey eighteen sleigh neighbour grey they

survey freight weight freight beige eight obey

neighbour eight sleigh rein weight rein weight

eighteen neighbour vein eighteen beige eight vein

eight reign freight reign neighbour reign eight

beige neighbour beige freight rein eighteen sleigh

obey rein eighteen beige weight neighbour prey

grey convey vein neighbours freight they survey



Easter Alternative Spelling Mosaic 
Answers

obey they prey eight survey convey prey

grey convey eighteen sleigh neighbour grey they

survey freight weight freight beige eight obey

neighbour eight sleigh rein weight rein weight

eighteen neighbour vein eighteen beige eight vein

eight reign freight reign neighbour reign eight

beige neighbour beige freight rein eighteen sleigh

obey rein eighteen beige weight neighbour prey

grey convey vein neighbours freight they survey



Easter Possessive Apostrophe with Plural Words Mosaic

Read the words below which all have an apostrophe. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture. 

Words where the apostrophe indicates plural 
noun possession = yellow

Words where the apostrophe indicates 
singular noun possession = blue

boys' girls' babies' members' suspects' teachers' parents'

members' boys' parents' babies' girls' suspects' teachers'

boys' girls' children's men's suspects' teachers' parents'

members' boys' women's babies' girls' suspects' teachers'

boys' girls' people's children's suspects' teachers' parents'

members' boys' men's babies' girls' suspects' teachers'

boys' girls' women's people's suspects' teachers' parents'

members' boys' parents' babies' girls' suspects' teachers'

boys' girls' babies' members' suspects' teachers' parents'



Easter Possessive Apostrophe with Plural Words Mosaic 
Answers

boys' girls' babies' members' suspects' teachers' parents'

members' boys' parents' babies' girls' suspects' teachers'

boys' girls' children's men's suspects' teachers' parents'

members' boys' women's babies' girls' suspects' teachers'

boys' girls' people's children's suspects' teachers' parents'

members' boys' men's babies' girls' suspects' teachers'

boys' girls' women's people's suspects' teachers' parents'

members' boys' parents' babies' girls' suspects' teachers'

boys' girls' babies' members' suspects' teachers' parents'



Easter Homophone and Near Homophone Mosaic
Read the different homophone words below. Use the key to colour in the squares to reveal the 
hidden picture. 

Homophones beginning with r or s = brown Homophones beginning with b or f = orange 

berry bury berry rain bored board berry

brake break brake reign by bye buy

bored scene seen stairs stares rain by

flu flew flue rain by bye buy

brake break brake reign bored board bored

flu flew flue scene bury berry berry

bury berry break seen flu flew flue

bored board bored stairs bored board bored

flu flew flue stares bury berry break



Easter Homophone and Near Homophone Mosaic

Answers

berry bury berry rain bored board berry

brake break brake reign by bye buy

bored scene seen stairs stares rain by

flu flew flue rain by bye buy

brake break brake reign bored board bored

flu flew flue scene bury berry berry

bury berry break seen flu flew flue

bored board bored stairs bored board bored

flu flew flue stares bury berry break


